The legislative history of the 1977 Mine Act reveals congressional
acknowledged  that lack of miner training had ^J^"'^'^
measure  to the great loss of life in the Sunshine and Jlackavill* mine
disasters,  events which stimulated passage of this legislation,   Sen.
Rep.  No.   95-181 at 49,  Legis. Hist,  at 637,  and that health and safety
training is essential to achieving the Act's goals.  Sen.  Rep.   at  iU,
Legis.  Hist,   at 638.     In authorizing participation by miners    represen-
tatives  in inspections and in pre~ or post-inspection conferences,   the
legislators recognized the important role of representatives in the
education, of miners:
It  is the Committee's view that such participation
will enable miners to understand the safety and health
requirements of the Act and will enhance miner safety
and health awareness.
Sen,   Rep.   at  28,  Legis.  Hist,   at 616.
The history also reflects an intent that miners and their representatives
have maximum impact and involvement with the implementation and enforcement
of  the 1977 Act,  including the inspection and safety training provisions,   and
that full participation by miners and their representatives be statutorily
protected  through the Act's anti-discrimination provisions:
If our national mine safety and health program is  to be
truly effective,   the miners will have to play an active
part in the enforcement of the Act.    The Committee is
cognizant that if miners are to be encouraged to be active
in matters of safety and health,   they must be protected
against any possible discrimination which they might
suffer as a result of their participation,...
Section 106(c)   [105(c)]  of the bill prohibits any dis-
crimination against a miner for exercising any right
under the Act.    It should also be noted that  the class
protected is expanded from the current Coal Act.     The
prohibition against discrimination applies to miners,
applicants for employment,  and the miners'  represen-
tatives.    The Committee intends that the scope of   the
protected activities be broadly interpreted by  the
Secretary,...
Sen.   Rep,   at  35,   Legis.   Hist,   at 623.     (Emphasis added.)
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